
When it’s sunny/cold/snowy… I wear….



Pattern Style Material

floral
striped 

checked
plain

polka-dot 
patterned

baggy
elegant

tight-fitting
loose-fitting

casual
smart
sporty
scruffy

velvet
leather

silk
cotton
wool
nylon
linen

looks (very) smart/classy/modern/ 
trendy/fashionable/casual/comfortable/ 
ridiculous/awful/old-fashioned/funny/weird



A: How about those trousers? They … you 
perfectly.
B: Yes, but they're too casual for the 
occasion.

A: What about the red shirt? It … your 
trousers.
B: You're right! I haven't … it for ages.

A: This dress is great. Why don't you … it 
on?
B: The color doesn't … me.

A: What do you think of this shirt?
B: It doesn't … with the trousers.

fit match suit wear try go

1. Tracey is … a black silk dress.
2. You should … the shoes to see if 
they fit.
3. What about these two colors? Do 
you think they … ?
4. That coat really … Bill.
5. I like that jacket. It … you perfectly.
6. Do you think this blouse will … the 
skirt I bought?



1. A: Do you like this leather/cotton 
outfit?
    B: Yes. It looks very trendy!

2. A: How about this checked/striped 
orange skirt?
    B: It's back in fashion.

3. A: What do you think of my 
scruffy/baggy trousers?
     B: They look really comfortable.

4. A: How do you find this floral/polka dot 
dress?
     B: Well, it's not very fashionable right 
now.

5. A: What do you think of this 
tight-fitting/loose-fitting dress?
     B: It's perfect.

6. A: Do you like my patterned/plain 
brown jacket?
    B: Yes, it's very stylish.
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1)What kind of clothes/materials/colours/patterns do you like to wear?
2)What clothes do you usually wear on a cold day? at school? at 

home?
3)What kind of clothes do you wear when you go somewhere 

special?
4)Do you try to keep up with the latest fashions?
5)Do you like getting dressed up?


